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Objectives

To provide an overview of and answer questions about the:

• Biostatistics and Epidemiology Data Analytics Center (BEDAC) and the 
data system development, data management and analytic services 
offered

• data available from the BMC Clinical Data Warehouse for researchers 
and how to make a good data request.

• BUMC REDCap functionality, features, available end user support, 
and general tips
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BEDAC Overview

 Resource established in 1984 by BUSPH

 Formerly the Data Coordinating Center (DCC)

 Support for hundreds of projects to date

 One-stop shop for all data needs

 Data system development

 Data management

 Reporting

 Statistical analysis
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Data Systems, Management and Analysis Expertise

 Approximately 30 full-time data professionals

 Data Managers

 REDCap, Qualtrics, StudyTrax, TeleForm

 Web/Database Developers

 Web: ASP.Net, HTML, C++, C#, Java, PHP, Javascript, Perl

 Database: SQL, MySQL, MS Access

 Statistical Programmers/Analysts

 SAS, R

 Support for SPSS, STATA, MPlus

Biostatistics and Epidemiology Data Analytics Center (BEDAC)
6/26/2018
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Roles and Services

 Assessment/Questionnaire design

 Electronic Data Capture (EDC) system design:
 EDC software: REDCap, Qualtrics, CASIC, ACASI, StudyTrax

 Custom built EDC, reporting and tracking applications

 Optical character recognition: TELEForm

 Data management:  

 Audit and monitor data

 Data queries and cleaning

 Analytic set creation

 Data sharing

 Report development

 Statistical analysis

 Support for abstracts, presentations and manuscripts

Biostatistics and Epidemiology Data Analytics Center (BEDAC)
6/26/2018
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Project Support

 Investigators

 BU, BMC, External Academic and Non-Academic Institutions

 Support for any/all data related project aspects

 Engage at any project stage

 Research Design: 

 Cohort, Cross-Sectional, Case-control, RCT, Survey, etc.

 Project types:

 Registries, Large Research Centers, Consortia

 Full project support

 Modular support

Biostatistics and Epidemiology Data Analytics Center (BEDAC)
6/26/2018
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Our Collaborators

 BUMC IT/ Information Security

 Secure HIPAA compliant servers

 Ensure data security and integrity

 BMC IT

 BMC REDCap

 BUSPH Biostatistics

 CTSI

 CTSI supported research software

 BEDAC provided analytic support for CTSI approved projects

 Clinical Data Warehouse (CDW)

 BMC EMR patient data

Biostatistics and Epidemiology Data Analytics Center (BEDAC)
6/26/2018
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Working with BEDAC

 Services provided at hourly rates

 Quotes developed to meet project and budget needs

 Visit our website for more information

 https://www.bu.edu/bedac/

 For questions or to discuss project needs:

 Contact: Joe Palmisano

 jpalm@bu.edu

 (617) 638-5384

 85 East Newton Street, 900C (Fuller)

Biostatistics and Epidemiology Data Analytics Center (BEDAC)
6/26/2018
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TASHA COUGHLIN, REDCAP ADMINISTRATOR
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REDCap BACKGROUND

•

• 2004

• 2012

• 2018

CTSI BUMC IT
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ADVANTAGES

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• FREE!
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FUNCTIONALITY

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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FAVES
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TIPS
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HELP

•

•

• TAWATSON@BU.EDU; RCHELP@BU.EDU; 617-358-7390

•

•

•
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QUESTIONS?
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HTTPS://IS.GD/BUMC_REDCAP_ACCESS

NEED BERD OR REDCAP CONSULT? BU.EDU/CTSI/ABOUT/CONTACT-US/

CTSI RESOURCES: BU.EDU/CTSI



http://www.bu.edu/ctsi/support-for-research/study-design/ hjcab@bu.edu janicew@bu.edu
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NIH Strategic Plan for 
Data Science

Additional Informational slides



NIH Strategic Plan for Data Science

• NIH defines data science as “the interdisciplinary field of 
inquiry in which quantitative and analytical approaches, 
processes, and systems are developed and used to extract 
knowledge and insights from increasingly large and/or 
complex sets of data.” 

• NIH supports the generation and analysis of substantial 
quantities of biomedical research data including numerous 
quantitative and qualitative datasets emanating from 
fundamental research using model organisms (such as mice, 
fruit flies, and zebrafish), clinical studies (including medical 
images), and observational and epidemiological studies
(including data from electronic health records and wearable 
devices). 

https://datascience.nih.gov/sites/default/files/NIH_Strategic_Plan_for_Data_Science_Final_508.pdf 6-4-18
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Genomic Data Growth

By 2025, the total amount 
of genomics data alone is 
expected to equal or 
exceed totals from the 
three other major 
producers of large amounts 
of data: astronomy, 
YouTube, and Twitter.

Indeed, next-generation 
sequencing data, stored at 
NIH’s National Center for 
Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI), has been growing 
exponentially for many 
years and shows no signs of 
slowing. 



New Research Methods and Tools Needed

• Advances in storage, communications, and processing have 
led to new research methods and tools that were simply not 
possible just a decade ago. 

• Machine learning, deep learning, artificial intelligence, and 
virtual-reality technologies are examples of data-related 
innovations that may yield transformative changes for 
biomedical research over the coming decade. 

• The fastest supercomputers in the world today perform a 
quadrillion (1015) calculations each second: known as the 
petascale level. The next frontier is exascale computing 
(which is 1,000 times faster than petascale, or a quintillion 
(1018) calculations each second). 



Clinical Data and Information Security 

• Throughout the research enterprise, NIH must continue to 
balance the need for maximizing opportunities to advance 
biomedical research with responsible strategies for sustaining 
public trust, participant safety, and data security. 

• NIH must develop, promote, and practice robust and proactive 
information-security approaches to ensure appropriate 
stewardship of patient data and to enable scientific advances 
stemming from authentic, trusted data sources. 

• NIH will ensure that clinical-data collection, storage, and use 
adheres to stringent security requirements and applicable law, to 
protect against data compromise or loss. 

• NIH will also comply with the health-information security 
standards. 

• Data quality and integrity must be maintained at all stages of the 
research life cycle—from collection through curation, use, 
dissemination, and retirement. 
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NIH Strategic Plan for Data Science: 
Overview of Goals and Objectives

The central aim is to modernize the data-resource ecosystem to increase its utility for 
researchers and other stakeholders, as well as to optimize its operational efficiency. 

https://datascience.nih.gov/sites/default/files/NIH_Strategic_Plan_for_Data_Science_Final_508.pdf Released 6-4-18
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